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1. 	 If a uniform solid body 50 N in air and 30 N in water, what is its specific gravity? 

(10%) 

2. 	 What is the only possible dimensionless group that combines velocity V, JOdY size 

L, fluid density p, and surface tension coefficient cr? (10%) 

3. 	 The viscosity moment on a rotating disk is M = (1t f.l (}R4)/(2h). If the un~ertainty 

of each of the four variables (f.l, (}, R, h) is 1.0 percent, what is the ~stimated 

overall uncertainty ofthe mome~t M? (10%) 

4. 	 On a sea-level standard day, a pressure gage, moored below the surface of the 

ocean (SG = 1.025), reads an absolute pressure of 1.4 :MFa. How derP is the 
, 

instrument? (10%) 

5. 	 A solid I-m-diameter sphere floats at the interface between water (SG = 1.0) and 

mercury (SG = 13.56) such that 40 percent is in the water. What is the specific 

gravity of the sphere? (10%) 

6. 	 Archimedes {£.#J~c..7tiW 31:!t,~c.~JJt 1 Fl9fOO laws ofbuoyancy , $.. t -fOO~"A 
floating body displaces its own weight in a fluid in which it floats" 1t{t$lfJ.liJf~Q 

~3t~ ($i.;t floats)' 3t(a)1~~!lJM~$..;tl(b)l-Aim.ftlliJ:ftt:tIJIll-A11faJi Q 

(10%) 

7. 	 A wastewater pump is discharging at a rate of0.5 m3Is. It has a discharge nozzle 

diameter of350 mm and a suction nozzle diameter of400 mm. The reading on the 

discharge gage located at the pump centerline is 125 kN/m2
• The value on the 

suction gage located 0.6 m below the pump centerline is 10 kN/m2
• Determine (1) 

the head on the pump with Bernoulli's equation, and (2) the power input to the 

motor. Assume that the pump efficiency is 82 percent and that the motor efficiency 

is 91 percent. (10%) 
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8. =1f - x:.iVi(Venturi tube)~ mJ P!T~ , 1t:ff£ '~5f.l it 0 (15%) 

Datum 

9. 	 =1f-~5f.l••-*~~I~~.'~mJM~~~4~e, ••••~.it. 
#t"Ftt ' l~i:$}-5f.l~5f.l t:a1'1= ffl:fJ (15%)0 
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